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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by John W. Rustenburg, Flight Systems Engineering

Division, Deputy for Strategic Systems, under System 139A, B-I.

The flight loads data presented in this report were obtained during B-1

flight load survey testing at the Air Force Flight Test Center EAFB during

the period of November 1976 thru February 1979.

The intent of the report is to publish "lessons learned" during the B-i

program.

The assistance of Miss S. A. Searcy in the preparation of this report is

gratefully acknowledged.
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SECION I

INTRODUCTION

Structural load measurements in support of flight load survey or fli&,it

demonstration programs conducted on USAF aircraft have been made by either

the strain gage method or pressure survey method. In general, either one or

the other method was chosen and the same measuring system was installed on all
aircraft designated for structural flight tests. In a few flight tests pro-

grams, both methods have been used. In those cases, the aircraft with a

strain gage installation was used primarily to measure structural loads in

support of a flight load survey and demonstration, while the aircraft in-

stalled with pressure transducers was used to measure lifting surface aero-

dynamic pressures in support of other disciplines such as flutter, stability,
and performance. Rarely, if ever, were identical conditions flown on the

aircraft with different instrumentation systems to provide a direct comparison

of structural loads as derived from the measurements of the two systems.

* ( Some comparisons of concurrent strain gage and pressure transducer meas-

ured flight loads on a single aircraft have been published for a relatively

* small propeller driven fighter type airplane (Ref 1.), a drone aircraft

(Ref 2.), and for research vehicles (Ref 3. and 4.). similar comparisons of

concurrent load measurements on a large flexible aircraft have not been avail-

able. Such comparisons may be helpful in system selection for application in

future aircraft structural flight loads testing.

The B-1 Number 2 aircraft was instrumented to conduct a complete flight-
and ground operations load survey in accordance with the requirements of
Reference 5. This instrumentation included installation of pressure trans-

ducers at seven wing outer panel spanwise stations for the measurement of
aerodynamic pressure distributions, as well as strain gages at one station-for

Measurements were obtained simultaneously from both systems during the perform-

ance of specific flight maneuvers. The instrumentation systems used, and the

lifting surface net loads (shear, bending moment, torsion) derived from the
simultaneous measurements will be reviewed to provide information helpful to

the engineer responsible for the evaluation and selection of competing flight

load measurement techniques.
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SEC~TION II

INSTRUV1EN1ATION

The B-1 Number 2 aircraft was instrumented for the measurement of flight

loads. This instrumentation included pressure transducers on the right movable

wing outer panel and the left and right wing center section. Strain gages were

installed at various locations on the fuselage, empennage, nacelle, structural

mode control system, flap tracks and at one wing station on each movable wing

outer panel. In addition to the instrumentation required for load measure-

ments, the airplane was provided with instrumentation necessary to define

maneuver condition parameters such as surface positions, accelerations and

rates, gross weight and c.g. location, speed, altitude, angle of attack, etc.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the general load measuring instrumentation location.
For purpose of this report, only the instrumentation installed in the outer

wing panels will be reviewed in more detail.

A. Pressure Transducers

Figure 4 presents a more detailed view of the 99) pressure tap locations

at the 7 stations of the right hand wing outer panel. Opposite taps on the

upper and lower surfaces were connected to single transducers which measured

the differential pressure. Tubes connecting the taps and transducers were

all 48 inches long with an l.D. of approximately 0.14 inch. The frequency

response of the transducers was 4.0 H z when installed with the 148" lines.

(It was essentially flat for tube lengths from 1.2 to 55 inches). Time lag

was 4 11.0 milliseconds (.011 seconds) and identical for all transducers.

'1he pressure ranges of the transducers varied depending on the expected

pressures at their installed locations. Expected accuracy was less than or

equal to 2106 of full range when full range was less than 17 psi, and equal to

1% of full range when full range was equal to or greater than 17 Psi.

B. Strain Gages

'Ihe strain gage instrumentation was installed at station XBS 354. This

was the most inboard station on the wing outer panel at which strain gages

could be installed without reaction from the aerodynamic seals when the wings

were in the aft swept position. Figure 5 presents the approximate location
of the strain gages on the wing box. As shown, both shear rosette and axial

gages were employed. The strain gages were calibrated to determaine swept
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axis net shear, bending moment, and torsion at left and right wing station

X~ 354. As indicated in Figure 5 not all gages were used in the loads
measurement. Normally gages on the lower (tension) surface would be preferred.

H-owever, in this case, the calibration showed trivial error differences between

measurements from upper and lower surface gages with the upper gages showing

better :accuracy for aft c.p. conditions. Considering the possible long term

effect of the many refuel access door cutouts existing in the lower surface,

the upper gages were chosen for flight loads measurement.

The most conmmonly used calibration technique requires the application of

incremental loads at a number of individual loading points, one at a time.

This point load calibration is not completely satisfactory since it calibrates

the system for only a portion of the loads ultimately attained in actual

,flight test operations. A more ideal way of performing a ca-libration is

through the application of a series of distributed loads representative of

actual loading conditions. This method is not often used because it requires

a static test fixture and is more time consuming, complicated and costly. The

decision to submit the B-1 aircraft to a limit load proof test afforded an
ideal opportunity of calibration using distributed loads representative not

only of actual flight conditions but of predicted critical design conditions

as well. Calibration tests were run in conjunction with the limit load proof

tests where load magnitudes and center of pressure locations were compatible.

Additional special calibration conditions, not compatible with proof test coni-

ditions, were run separately to complete the calibration. Table I shows the

proof load and calibration conditions used for calibration of the wing outer

panel strain gages. The data obtained from the strain gages during proof load

~1 and calibration tests were used to establish equations relating flipght test
straln gage readings to structural loads. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show expected

j accuracies for the wing outer panel shear, bending moment and torsion.



SECTION III

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM

The flight test program as planned consisted of a flight load survey in

accordance with the requirements of Reference 5. A flight load survey in-

cludes the performance of specified maneuvers over a matrix of speed-altitude

points covering the flight envelope of the aircraft for the purpose of defining

or substantiating critical flight conditions. The program consisted of two

phases. The initial phase comprised the survey of the flight envelope with

maneuvers performed to 8011Z of limit load on the primary structural components.

The final phase comprised the demonstrations to 10l7oC of limit load of the
critical conditions as determined by analysis and from initial phase results.

I1he test maneuvers included smooth and abrupt symmetrical pullup/pushdown,

rolling pullout, and yawing maneuvers. The symmetrical pullup maneuvers were

accomplished as steady wind-up turns. The appendix presents descriptions of

t~he pilot techniques used in performance of the required alrloads maneuvers.

Flight loads data was obtained for wing sweep positions of 15, 25, 55 and 67.5
degrees. For the 15-degree wing sweep position data was obtained in the land-

ing configuration as well as for the clean aircraft. In addition, some tests

with and without speed brake extension were performed.

Cancellation of the B-1 program forced a restructuring of the flight loads

test which did niot allow completion of all1 test runs qq originally planned.

Nevertheless a large number of subsonic conditions was completed during the

initial and final phases of the flight loads testing program. Supersonic

conditions were not performed to 100% of limit load, but a limited number of

conditions was completed during the initial phase. The completed test runs

provide the data base from which conditions may be selected for analysis of

concurrent loads derived by the strain gage and pressure survey methods.



SECTION IV

FLIGHT LOAD COMPARISON

Determination of structural loads using pressure measurements requires

considerable data processing. Because of the large number of test conditions

available, and funding constraints of the restructured program, the reduction

of pressure data for all initial and final phase conditions was impractical.

However, structural loads were derived from strain gage and pressure measure-

ments for all subsonic final phase conditions completed. From initial phase

data similar loads were derived for two supersonic conditions and certain

maneuvers at subsonic speeds which were not completed in the final phase to

100% of limit load. Inclusion of the two supersonic conditions will allow

limited comparison between subsonic and supersonic results. Table II presents

a summary of the conditions and maneuvers for which data will be reviewed.

Conditions with speed brakes extended are not included. Program difficulties

with the geometry for this configuration prevented acceptable pressure data

reduction.

Yawing maneuvers are not included because the wing loads remained low

and near the 1.0 g level and pressure data was consequently not reduced. The

rolling pullout maneuver data includes results from both coordinated and

uncoordinated rolling maneuvers. Tht automatic flight control system tends

to minimize differences in the aircraft's response due to coordinated and

uncoordinated rolls and the resulting wing loads are very similar.

A. Eraluation Criteria

Since the primary purpose of this study is to compare loads derived from

two different measurement techniques, the loads will be compared to each

other, rather than to the predicted analytical loads. Figures 11 thru 13

present load comparisons for normal symmetrical pullup and pushdown maneuvers.

Figure 14 presents the comparison for an abrupt symmetrical pullup, and
Figures 15 thru 17 present the load comparison for rolling pullout maneuvers.
The solid lines in these fitnures represent 100 percent agreement between the

loads derived from strain gage and pressure transducer outputs. The devia-
d] tion of a data point from this solid line can be viewed as an error in loads

from pressure measurements, an error in loads from strain gage measurements or

an error in both. If it is assumed that the error can exist in either load
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measurtment, the error is evaluated by the deviation perpendicular to the

solid line. The magnitude of this error may be conveniently exnressed as a

percentage of the maximum limit load. The design limit load predicted

at the strain gage station (the station at which loads are being compared)

were: shear +152,000 lbs and -50,000 lbs; bending moment +31,300,000 inch-lbs

and -10,300,000 inch-lbs; and torsion +5,000,000 inch-lbs and -3,250,000

inch-lbs. To evaluate the "goodness" of the loads agreement, a rating system

based on a given percentage of predicted design limit load is proposed. Table

Ill presents the proposed evaluation criteria.

B. Normal Symmetrical Pullup/Pushdown Maneuvers

Shear load comparison for normal symmetrical pullup and pushdown maneuvers

for all flight conditions of Table II are presented in Figure 11. For the

sijimietrical pullups, the agreement between the loads from strain measurements

aid pressure measurements is judged in accordance with the evaluation criteria

!f Table III to be very good for all cascq except Mach 1.20. The agreement

for the Mach 1.20 case is judged as good. The agreement for the symmetrical

shidowin is also very good, except for the wing sweep aft (67.50) configuration

at speeds of Mlach 0.85 and 0.95. The agreement at Mach 0.85 is from fair to

?-O,0d, while at Mlach 0.95 good agreement was obtained.

Bending moment comparison. are shown in Figure 12. For the symetrical

i1 lup maneuver, the agreement between loads from the two measurement systems

i w <tneraLly rated as good to very good, except for the Mach 1.20 condition.
, tUih; cr ndtion the overall agreement is judged as only fair. For the

.iirimetrical pushdown maneuver the bending moment agreement is similar to the
:(r,nemnt attained for shear; that is, very good for all conditions except
.ci 0.85 and 0.95 for the wings 67.50 configuration. For these speeds the

-4-1reement is judged as poor.

Comparison for torsion values are presented in Figure 13. Although there

:ppears to be less agreement of torsion values when compared with the figures

for shear and bending moment, this is partially an illusion created by the

relatively large scale used. Nevertheless, some scatter is evident in the

data from the full flaps down configuration represented by condition A of

Table II, with individual points varying from poor to very good agreement.

"(onsiderable variation was also evident in the data from the transonic
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condition I with agreements from poor to good. For the symmetrical pullup

maneuver, both conditions are judged overall as fair to good. All other condi-
tions are judged to be from good to very good. For the pushdown maneuver, the

transonic condition again shows data scatter from poor to good. In contrast

the flaps down conditions show good to very good agreement for this maneuver.

C. Abrupt Symmetrical Pullup

Correlated net loads for an abrupt symmetrical pullup for one flight con-

dition (condition H of Table II) are presented in Figure 14. The limited data

shows very good agreement for the shear, bending moment and torsion as derived

from strain gage and pressure transducer measurements. This agreement is

identical to that obtained from the normal symmetrical pullup for this flight

condition. Although the abruptness of the maneuver primarily influences the

horizontal tail loads, Figure 10 shows rapid changes in wing loads for the

abrupt maneuver when compared to Figure 9 for the normal maneuver. Since very

good correlation was obtained between strain gage and pressure loads for both

the normal and abrupt maneuvers, it is concluded that the pressure measurement

system was not affected by demonstrable lag effects.

D. Rolling Pullout Maneuver

For the flight conditions for which rolling pullout maneuver loads were

derived from both strain and pressure measurements, only two data points per

maneuver were available. Comparison of the shears, bending moments, and tor-

sions for the rolling pullout are compared in Figures 15, 16 and 17 respec-

tively. The agreement for shear loads is very good, for bending moments good

to very good, and for torsions it is judged to be good.

E. Additional Evaluation
For the shear comparisons of Figures 11 thru 17, the data points are

scattered equally about the 100% agreement line with approximately an equal

number of points on both sides. For the bending moment and torsion comparison

approximately 55 percent of the datapoints are to be right of the solid

line versus 38 percent to the left and the remaining points falling directly

on the line. Thus, indicating a bias toward more positive net loads for the

pressure measurement system when compared to loads derived from the strain

gage data. It is not possible to definitely identify the reasons for this

apparent bias or esLablish which measurement system provides the more correct

7



tsuflts. However, the following reflections may provide some insight.

FLrst, for the strain gage system, Figures '( and 8 show a high degree of

correlation between the applied calibration load and the measured load from

ie final calibration equations for bending moment and torsion. The accuracy

uf these equations would be degraded for loading conditions and center of

pressure locations considerably different from the calibration loads. However,

although centers of pressure of the measured loads have deviated from predic-
i t on they have been within the calibration c.p. envelope. Thus the accuracy

shown in %he figures should be applicable. Though the calibration equation

for the strain gages provide a direct determination of the net loads, these

load., are incre(mental loads from some reference. For the loads in this report,
thils reference was taken as the ground condition prior to take-off. Any errors
in determining the loads at the strain gage station at this reference condition
ar tr'u[L::ferred to the Lotal net load determined for the flight condition. As

ti ground loads were measured during periods when the aircraft was at rest

wilit)ut aerodynamic inputs, and the landing gear reactions were well inboard
from the strain gage station, these loads were easily calculated and good

accuracy would be expected.

On the other hand, the accuracy of the pressure measurement derived loads

is not only affected by the accuracy of the transducers and the data recording

system, but. to :i large extent. by the data processing. This data processing
includes simulation of the pressure distribution by curve fitting of the meas-

ured pressures, assumptions for compensating for the loss of individual

pressure signals, estimates of wing outer panel mass distributions for the

time increment of interest, and integration procedures to determine shear,

bending moment and torsion at the station of interest. Each of these are

possible contributors to error which are not factors in the loads determined

from strain gage data.

Based on the considerations mentioned, any errors are most likely expected

in the net loads calculated from pressure measurements.



SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS

Comparison of net shear, bending moment, and torsion at one wing station

derived from concurrent strain gage and pressure transducer measurements shows
with a few exceptions good to very good correlation. This correlation would
indicate that either system is acceptable for flight load measurements. Choice

of one system or the other would be predicated on other considerations such as

past experience with one or the other system, requirements for net or aero-

dynamic loads, structural considerations, etc. The correlation is also con-

sistent throughout the wing sweep range. Since the strain gage station is

outboard of the wing pivot, differences due to lack of calibration at inter-

mediate sweep positions were not expected.

Comparison of loads for a normal and an abrupt maneuver does not indicate

a demonstrable lag effect in the net loads from the pressure measurement system

used. Thus a pressure measurement system as described can be used with con-

fidence for the measurement of airloads during rapid maneuvers.

Data processing to determine net loads from aerodynaicd pressure measure-

ments is very extensive anid time consuming. The determination of loads for

ma~ny conditions such as is required in a flight load survey, therefore, becomes

expensive and slow. Because of data processing requirements, this approach to

load measurements is also not very amenable to real time monitoring. If the

use of aerodynamic pressure measurements is the preferred or required method,

the addition of some calibrated strain gages as was done in this program can
circumvent the problem associated with lengthy data processing and real time

j monitoring. For this program the loads at one wing station were derived from
strain gage responses during the flight load survey to aid in defining critical

*1 loading conditions and to allow real time monitoring of load levels. Distri-

buted loads were obtained from aerodynamic pressure measurements primarily for
demonstration of the critical conditions. The value of this approach must be
evaluated against the duplication in load measurements and the cost of

calibrating the strain gages. In the case of the B-1 program, the application of

* ( load during the proof load program allowed simultaneous calibration of the
strain gages.
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APPENDIX
PLTTECHNIQUE -AIRLOAD MANEUVERS

TP/PS Pilot Technique

Normal symmetrical Perform a gradual windup turn to t~ie required load
pullup (windup turn) factor level and hold for approximately 5 seconds

maintaining required mach number with power setting
adjustment when thrust is available. When possible,
maintain altitude within 1,000 feet of the test
altitude. Maintain zero sideslip throughout
maneuver.

Normal symmetrical Perform gradual pushover to required load factor
pushdown and return smoothly to a 1.0 g condition.

The initial 1.0 g trim may be established with a
climb angle, if necessary, to avoid excessive dive
angle, altitude loss, or speed increase during
maneuver. Power setting may aIL, o be reduced to
avoid overspeed.

Landing approach Perform a gradual windup turn to the required load
pullup (windup turn) factor and hold for approximately 5 seconds main-

taining required speed with power setting adjust-
ment. Maintain altitude within 1,000 feet of test
altitude. Maintain zero sideslip.

Landing approach Abruptly displace roll control to the required
rolling pullout position to initiate roll maneuver. Abruptly

check roll with oppositely directed roll control
such that the bank angle of 60 degrees is reachedj but not exceeded. The pitch control shall ue used
to avoid exceeding a load factor of 1.3 g.
Directional control shall be used to coordinate

Rudder kick with Abruptly apply left rudder control to the required
abrupt return (yaw) position and hold until a steady sideslip attitude

is obtained. Once this is accomplished the rudder
control shall be abruptly returned to the neutral
position. During this maneuver the lateral control
shall be used to maintain a wings level attitude.



PIIT TECHNIQUE -AIRIiADMANEUVESa

TP/PS Pilot Technique

Rudder kick for Abruptly apply left rudder control to the requiredlandire, approach position and hold until a steady sideslip attitude

(yaw) is obtained. Once this is accomplished the rudder
control shall be abruptly returned to the neutral

position. During this maneuver the lateral control
shall be used to maintain a wings level attitude

Abrupt symietrica-I Abruptly apply an aft stick movement pitching the
pul1UP aircraft noseup and check maneuver by abruptly

returning the stick to the initial trim position.
lf possible, the maneuver shall be checked such
that the required load factor is reached (but not
exceeded) at about the same time as stick has been
returned to the initial trim position.

Abrupt symmetrical Abruptly apply an aft stick movement pitching the
pullup with abrupt aircraft noseup. Check the maneuver by abruptly
hecking returning the stick past the initial trim position

to a forward travel equal to approximately one-
half of the aft travel used and then return stick
to initial trim position. If possible, the
maneuver shall be checked such that the required
load factor is reached (but not exceeded) at aboutjthe same time as the stick has reached the most
forward position.

Abrupt symmetrical Abruptly apply a forward stick movement pitching
checking abruptly returning the stick past the initial trim

position to an aft travel equal to approximately
one-half of the forward travel used and then
return stick to initial trim position. If
possible, the maneuver shall be checked such that
the required load factor is reached (but not
exceeded) at about the same time as the stick has
reached the most aft position.

The maneuver may be initiated with the aircraft in
a slight climb to avoid overspeed or excessive
dive angle.

12



PILOT TECHNIQUE -AIRLOAD MANEUVERS

TP/Ps Pilot Technique

Abrupt coordinated At the required mach/altitude point, establish a
rolling pullout steady turn at a bank angle corresponding to the

required load factor. This initial bank angleshall be opposite to the required roll maneuver

direction (i.e., a left roll maneuver direction
requires an initial bank angle to the right).

Abruptly roll aircraft through twice the initial
bank angle equal and opposite the initial value
using the required lateral stick displacement.
Abruptly check the roll by application of an
oppositely directed roll control such that the
final bank angle is not exceeded. During the
roll, the directional control shall be applied to
coordinate the rTv i -uver and the pitch control
shall be held costant except for changes which
are necessary to avoid exceeding the required test
load factor.

Abrupt. uncoordinated At the required mach/altitude point, establish a
rolling pullout steady turn at a bank angle corresponding to the

required load factor. This initial bank angle
shall be opposite to the required roll maneuver
direction (i.e., a left roll maneuver direction
requires an initial bank angle to the right).

Abruptly roll aircraft through twice the initial
bank angle to a bank angle equal and opposite the
initial value using the required lateral stick
displacement. Abruptly check the roll by applica-
tion of an oppositely directed roll control such
that the final bank angle is not exceeded.
The pilot's directional and pitch control positit-i.s
shall be held constant during the roll except for
changes which are required to avoid exceeding the
test load factor.
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